Comprehensive analysis of how experimental parameters affect H2S measurements by the monobromobimane method.
A rapidly increasing number of studies report on widespread biological functions for endogenous hydrogen sulfide. However, the use of multiple, chemically distinct analytical methods to measure free hydrogen sulfide levels in biological samples accumulate data that are not in agreement with each other. In this work a widely appreciated technique, the monobromobimane method, was thoroughly investigated with the overall aims i) to demonstrate how results obtained by different versions of the method should be interpreted and ii) to provide an easy protocol for the community in order to obtain reliable and comparable results. We demonstrate that none of the previously published versions of the method measure free sulfide concentrations in blood serum or plasma samples due to significant interferences with the biomolecule-bound sulfide pool. On the other hand, we stress the biological relevance of these measurements in cases in which they are carefully conducted. To aid future studies, we extensively investigated the entire procedure from sample withdrawal through handling and storing of injection-ready samples until the detection protocol in order to pinpoint all parameters that can affect the final readouts. Based on our rigorous analytical investigations a set of recommendations were compiled that are necessary to ensure reliable, reproducible and comparable results in the field and a detailed standardized protocol is provided.